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Abstract
We briefly outline the status of theoretical results on type inference in language settings
that reflect relevant language features and their typical usage as found in the programming
language SETL. Most of these results, a few by the author, most by a very active research
community, are negative in nature since they indicate the — theoretical — infeasibility
of certain types of type inference. This and some other considerations from a specifically
programming language oriented point of view suggest a departure from a completely “orthogonal”, general logical formalization of type inference in favor of more realistic – yet
completely formal – and (hopefully) feasible problem formulation.
This report should be considered a follow-up to an earlier overview article [Hen88c].
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Introduction

In [Hen88c] we had identified the following language features as “characteristic” of programming
in SETL:
• uniform (implicit) parametric polymorphism with automatic type inference;
• operator overloading;
• implicit (undeclared) recursive types and union types.
We will briefly touch upon each of these features as they concern the problem of type inference.
Some recent papers by the author of this report, exclusively on the problem of parametric
polymorphic type inference, are [Hen88d], [Hen88b], and [Hen88a]
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Parametric Polymorphism

There have been several “negative” results on the infeasibility of polymorphic type inference,
in part shattering beliefs held for some ten years. In [Hen88c] we had incorrectly announced a
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polynomial-time algorithm for type inference in the Milner-Mycroft Calculus, a “uniform” extension of the typing discipline found in ML [Har86], based on a fast algorithm for uniform semiunification [Hen88d]. This algorithm cannot easily be extended to nonuniform semi-unification,
which is polynomial-time equivalent to Milner-Mycroft style type inference. Even worse, the
proof of decidability of the Milner-Mycroft Calculus, as reported in [KTU88], has been retracted,
and recently Kanellakis and Mitchell [KM89] proved that ML typing is in fact PSPACE-hard,
thus dashing all reasonable hope of a polynomial-time type inference algorithm for ML and contradicting claims of polynomial-time computability that have pervaded the literature for many
years.
These results contradict past and current experience with ML and its type checking system
that have performed quite efficiently in practice. Kanellakis, Mitchell, and others have raised
the question of why ML typing appears practically feasible in the face of negative theoretical
evidence. A critical component in showing the PSPACE-hardness of ML typing in [KM89]
is the construction of a class of “unrealistic” programs whose (inferred) typing information is
exponential-sized (even in a “compact” graph representation) with respect to the underlying
program. It can be argued that type information for a program fragment that is much bigger
than the fragment itself fails to address an important intent of typing in programming, namely
providing an abstraction — in the sense of conceptual simplification — of the semantics of the
program. If we impose polynomial bounds on the sizes of acceptable type expressions relative to
their underlying programs then it can be shown that ML typing and its extension to the MilnerMycroft Calculus is — theoretically — feasible [Hen89] (although a careful definition of “size” is
necessary). It appears that realistic programs satisfy even the strictest of these size restrictions
on programs. A possible – technically very strict, but probably reasonable – restriction could be
that the type expression of any program expression can be at most one type-written page long.
We believe that pursuing the full type inference problem — without size restrictions — is
worthwhile for two reasons: it is a fundamental problem that sheds light on the basic combinatorial and computational problems of type inference and, more practically, type inference
algorithms developed for the full problem can be easily adapted to restricted versions (which, as
we believe, explains at least in part why type inference algorithms for hard problems perform
satisfactorily in practice). In this vein we have been able to make the computational connections
between simple type inference and ordinary unification [Hen88b] as well as between MilnerMycroft style type inference and semi-unification [HP88] precise, and we have provided partially
correct algorithms for semi-unification [Hen88d] whose practicality we tested with a prototype
implementation in SETL. We have also investigated the algebraic structure of solutions of semiunification problems [Hen88a], which can be interpreted (via the above-mentioned connections)
as an investigation of the structure of typings in the Milner-Mycroft Calculus. However, the ultimate goal of our studies, namely proving decidability of semi-unification and type inference in
the Milner-Mycroft Calculus has been elusive so far even though we have developed a candidate
algorithm that we believe to be uniformly terminating [Hen88d].
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Dynamic Overloading

In [Hen88c] we outlined a type discipline revolving around socalled oligotypes meant to capture
in a strongly typed setting the sort of operator overloading found in SETL. We have not pursued
oligotypes any further since [Hen88c], but a similar discipline [Kae88] has been found to be theoretically robust; in particular, it admits a principal typing property that guarantees uniqueness
of inferred type information.
General overloading in type inference systems has been shunned largely because many of its
variants are known to be NP-hard (e.g., [ASU86, ex. 6.23]). In view of the recent hardness
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results — yet practicality — of polymorphic type inference it may be worthwhile reevaluating
this rejection of overloading on performance grounds.
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Recursive Types and Union Types

A “clean” formulation of polymorphic type inference in the presence of implicit recursive types
and free union types (in the spirit of Algol-68) seems very difficult and computationally prohibitive. Mishra and Reddy’s approach [MR85] is rather ad hoc. The typing rules are not
spelled out explicitly, their type inference algorithm is complicated and cannot be considered
“complete” with respect to their (intended) type inference system since it relies on ad hoc restrictions — motivated by the development of the algorithm itself. Since the union type constructor
for Algol-68 style free unions satisfies the algebraic properties of associativity, commutativity,
and idempotence, the ACI-unification problem can be feasibly encoded as a type inference problem with free union types. Since ACI-unification is known to be NP-hard [KN86], this implies
that type inference with free union types is also NP-hard even in a language without polymorphism. For this reason we have only included tagged union types along with recursive types into
the type model of SETL (see, e.g, [Hen87]), although, once again, this decision may warrant
reconsideration in view of the apparent contradiction of theoretical and practical complexity of
other type inference problems.
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Conclusion and Outlook

We have presented an outline of our recent work and insights on the problem of type inference
for a strongly type variant of SETL. We have eliminated the programming language specifics
of parametric (polymorphic) type inference by distilling their combinatorial essence in the form
of unification-like problems, and we’ve developed algorithms for solving these problems. More
generally, we consider our theoretical investigations to be a counterpart to the practical work on
type checking and type finding for SETL done within the SED project [Kel87]. Furthermore,
we believe that these studies provide valuable guidance in the design of a full-blown, practical
type model and inference system for a wide array of languages, not only SETL. However, recent
negative results indicate that, so far, type theory has failed to explain why type inference “works”
in languages such as ML and Miranda or LEAP [PL88]. For this reason we have outlined some
initial considerations that may aid in formulating such an explanation.
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